United forum of BSNL/MTNL Executives Association's.
Dated 26th Nov.,OS.

UF/Jt Struggle/2/11-0S
To
1.

Sh Kuldeep Goyal.
CMD/BSNL,
New Delhi.

2.

Sh.R.S.P.Sinha,
CMD/MTNL,
New Delhi.

~

Sub: Notice for Day long Dharna on 8th Dec. and Indefinite strike from 23rd Dec., 08.
Sir,

This is relating to the demand that the absorbed executives of BSNL and MTNL have raised
regarding their immediate repatriation to DOT. In this connection, already we have had

organizationalprogrammes of action on ih and 1Sth Dec.,OSto draw the attention of the
managements of BSNL and MTNL and the DOT to address and resolve this important and urgent

demandof the absorbedexecutivesof BSNLand MTNL.

.

Since there has been no response so far on our crucial demand of immediate repatriation to DOT
from the managements of BSNL and MTNL and the DOT, we are constrained to intensify our
struggle due to sheer indifference of the concerned authorities by observing following
pr091ammes of action.
1\)

Day long dharna at BSNL Corporate office, CGM Hqs and SSA Hqs of BSNL on Sth
Dee ,08 Dharna shall be held at ED Hqs of MTNL Mumbai also.

U)

Rally on 22nd Dec.,08 at 1300 hrs from MTNL office, CGO Complex, to Electronics
Niketan, CGO complex, to submit memorandum to Hon'ble MaC & IT.

C)

Indefinite strike from 0600 hrs of 23rd Dee.,OS.

We believe that the managements of BSNL and MTNL as well as DOT establishment understand
the significance and seriousness of our demand of imminent repatriation to DOT and initiates
meaningful dialogue in the direction of resolution of this critical issue of the absorbed executives
of BSNL ,:md fV1TNL to avoid industrial strife and turbulence in BSNL and MTNL which by all
means would be undesirable in this competitive era and for which the concerned authorities shall
be squarely responsible.

With kind regards,

C)~
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....-

7\ V Kaushik,
Gl " ItA
CCJpyto;

Sincerely yours,

C%'~'-/v~~y

V.K.Tomar,

CSiMTNL EA

&

;?--=~
~~~
Prahlad
Rai,
GSiAIBSNL EA

r~espected Sh. A.Raja, Hon'ble MOC&IT, for immediate n/a ple8se.
2

Sh SidcJharth Behura, Secy/DOT, for immediate n/a please.

dl9T~)

GS/SNEA(I)

UNITED FORUM OF BSNL/MTNL EXECUTIVES'
ASSOCIATIONS, CHQ , NEW DELHI

Dated 27.11.2008
~

Dear Comradesl V.A.N.Namboodiri, Convener Joint
ForurilNrijesh Upadhyay GS/K.P.Singh GS/Dilip Jadab GSI
Pradeep Salvi GS/P.S. Padwal GS

United Forum of Executives' of BSNL/MTNL has decided to
go in for indefinite strike trom 06:00 hrs of 23.12.2008 to demand
immediate repatriation of absorbed executives' ofMTNL and BSNL to DoT.
Besides, other programmes of organizational actions contained in the
enclosed letter are also being observed.
In this connection, we request you not only to fully support
our struggle but seriously consider participating in the struggle, keeping in
view the viability of both BSNL and MTNL which is adversely affected due
to the dual policy of the Government on the issue of absorption.

~

K.SATYA

Chairman~

Y{\NA
~nim

~

A.K.KAUS~,,~.J
Convener~Forum

.
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